Mathematics Readiness Assessment
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Bobby is conducting an experiment
xper
to prove
rove that th
the spinner he and his friends
used to p
play a board game is unfair. He decide
decides to spin the spinner 50 times to
ﬁnd out which colour it lands on most
ost often:
often yellow, green, red or blue. Each
time Bobby spins the spinner, he
e records th
the outcome on a graph. What type of
g
graph should Bobby create so
o that he can rrecord data as he is conducting the
experiment?
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What is the most appropriate type of graph to use to display the favourite icecream of year ﬁve students?
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Mathematics Readiness Assessment
Use the stem and leaf plot below to answer questions 4 and 5.

du r
ca
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Hours of TV Watched by Students in Mr Smith’s Class in One Week

0 3 5 6 6 9

1 0 0 1 4 4 4 8 9 9
2 2 3 4 7 7 7 8
3 1 1 5
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What is the total
al number of hours of TV watche
watched by the students iin Mr Smith’s
class?
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How man
many students watched
hed m
more than 18 hours o
of TV in one week?

훽
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Key: 2|3 = 23 hours
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Activity 1: Dissolving Materials
1a. Was the competition to dissolve salt the fastest an example of a well-designed
investigation?
___________________________________________________________________________
If you answered in the negative, what would you need to do to make this
his a wel
welldesigned investigation?
___________________________________________________________________________
__________
___________________________________________________________________________
____
________
___________________________________________________________________________
____________
________
___________________________________________________________________________
_________
_________

1b. In the space below,
ow, list any variables
va
es that were N
NOT controlled.
olled.
___________________________________________________________________________
_____________
_______
_______
______
___________________________________________________________________________
________ __
___
_________
___________
___________________________________________________________________________
_______
________
_______
_______
___________________________________________________________________________
________
_________
________
___________________________________________________________________________
_______
_______
_______

1c. Did
of the reactants
and water)) change in the ﬁnal product (salt water)?
d the mass o
ants (salt an
___________________________________________________________________________
_________
_________

B

How do you know this? How could
uld you reverse
rev
this type of change?
___________________________________________________________________________
_________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
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Activity 9: Check Your Understanding
Directions: Read the selection below and then answer numbers 1 and 2.

io
n.

Gravity is a force of attraction between two objects that is due to their masses (weight on Earth). In this
investigation, you dropped objects with different masses and they were attracted to the Earth. Right
now, because of gravity, you are being pulled toward this book, your pencil and every other object
around you. So why don’t you see the effects of this attraction? Why do you not see the objects moving toward each other? The reason is that the mass of most objects is too small to cause an attraction
large enough to move the objects toward each other. However, the Earth has enough mass to cause a
noticeable attraction.

Shown below in the three diagrams is the
he La
Law of Universal
al Gravitatio
Gravitation, as
described by the scientist Sir Isaac Newton.

Gravitational
attraction is small
with small masses.
al att
sm between
betwe two
o objects wit
asses.

B

Gravitational
avitationa attraction
tion is larger between two objects with larger masses.

If the distance between two objects is increased, the gravitational attraction is
decreased.
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Activity 10: Check Your Understanding
Directions: Read the selection below and answer numbers 1 and 2.
In this investigation, the mass of the paper did not change, but the form of it did. Volume is deﬁned
as the amount of space something occupies. Volume of the paper is calculated by multiplying one
side (length) by another side (width) and then multiplied again by the third side (depth). Volume =
side × side × side.

r

The density is calculated by dividing 10 grams by 40 milli
millilitres.

ca

w
ke

g/m
10g/40 ml = 0.25 g/ml

tio
n.

Density of an object is deﬁned as the mass divided by the volume. The formula Density (D) = Mas
Mass
(M)/Volume (V) is used to calculate density. If you reduce the volume of an object you packk its con0 grams (g)
tents closer together, making it denser. For example, a kitchen sponge has a mass of 10
and a volume of 40 millilitres (ml).

The sponge
density of 0.25 g/ml.
onge has a densit
ml.
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A piece of clay, when rolled in a ball, will not ﬂoat
oa in water.
er. But the same piece of
clay when ﬂattened
shaped like a boat wil
will ﬂoatt in water. This is similar to
ened and sh
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the flat piece of paper, the folded piece
iece of paper
p
and the crumpled
piece
piec of paper.
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2.

You can change the volume
me of an ob
object by changing its

3.

A
An object has a mass of 2000 grams and a v
volume of 200 millilitres. Its density is

훽

1 g/ml

훾

10 g/ml

훿

100 g/ml



1000 g/ml
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